
Peter Mayer – Bio 
 
Peter Mayer was born and raised in Minnesota and has an educational background in Theology. He 
turned to a career in music during the early nineteen-nineties, and for Summit Records recorded and 
self-released his debut CD “Uncrowded Sky” [1993]. Featuring ten Mayer composed originals, and 
recorded at Lakesity Studio in Minneapolis, it was produced by Ron Genadek. The disc was later 
nominated for Best Folk Album of the Year by the Minnesota Music Academy. A couple of years later, 
concurrent with the appearance of his sophomore effort, “Straw House Down,” Mayer began touring on 
a full-time basis, eventually appearing in locations as far a field as Texas, the New England states and 
Colorado. During the last decade he has been nominated for a number of Minnesota Music Awards, and 
been a songwriting competition finalist at Telluride [two times, finishing second in 1998] and the Rocky 
Mountain Folks Festival in Lyons. At subsequent Rocky Mountain Festivals, Peter has taught at the 
Song School. Featuring eleven Mayer originals plus a reprise of the album title cut, “Straw House 
Down” [1995], produced by Mayer and David Hussman, was engineered by Genadek, and recorded at 
the Brewhouse and Joylab studios in Minneapolis.       
 
North Carolina based Silent Planet Records released the Joel Sayles produced “Bountiful,” Mayer’s 
third CD, and it was recorded in Minneapolis – it was later nominated for Best Folk Album by the 
Minnesota Music Academy, while “Million Year Mind” [1999] was the first Mayer CD to appear on Blue 
Boat Records which is based out of Stillwater, Minneapolis where Peter resides. It included the classic 
Mayer original “One More Circle.” Reprising songs from earlier releases, debuting some new tunes 
[some reappeared on a later CD as full studio versions] and closing with a cover of the Mancini/Mercer 
composition “Moon River,” “Elements” [2001] featured a mix of live and studio recordings, and although 
most were solo renditions, Mayer was accompanied by a band on a couple of the tracks. Returning to 
the studio, the thirteen song “Earth Town Square” [2003] was produced by Marc Andersen and Mayer, 
as Peter’s 1999 release had been.     
 
Peter Mayer writes songs about the human journey, the environment, and the mysteries we encounter 
on that journey. He also, consistently, measures man again the infinite universe we are part of. His lyrics 
are at turns humorous, then profound, while always observing the spiritual nature of man’s journey. Peter 
performs over 150 shows annually in colleges, coffeehouses and concert venues nationwide. In recent 
years Mayer has suffered from hand problems, and in concert was accompanied for a time by his friend 
Dan Schwartz. Mayer’s latest release, “Midwinter” [2005], appeared in late November and featured a 
dozen Mayer originals that [mainly] possessed a thematic connection with the winter solstice and the 
Christmas story. Mayer produced the recording.   
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